Relationships between users in social networks have been widely used to improve recommender systems. However, actual social relationships are always sparse, which sometimes bring great harm to the performance of recommender systems. In fact, a user may interact with others that he/she does not connect directly, and thus has an impact on these users. To mine abundant information for social recommendation and alleviate the problem of data sparsity, we study the process of trust propagation and propose a novel recommendation algorithm that incorporates multiple information sources into matrix factorization. We first explore heterogeneous influence strength for each pair of linked users and mine indirect trust between users by using trust propagation and aggregation strategy in social networks. Then, explicit and implicit information of user trust and ratings are incorporated into matrix factorization, and the influence of indirect trust is considered in the recommendation process. Experimental results show that the proposed model achieves better performance than some state-of-the-art recommendation models in terms of accuracy and relieves the cold-start problem.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recommender systems provide users opportunities to filter information so that solve the information overload problem. Collaborative filtering (CF) techniques [1] , [2] are widely used in e-commerce websites because their efficiency. CF recommendation algorithms only use user-item ratings to mine the users' preference so that make recommendation for the active user which results that CF algorithms encounter data sparsity problem [3] , [4] and cold start problem [5] , [6] . The former is caused by that ratings collected by the recommender system are few, so it is difficult to model user preferences. The latter is that for a new user or item with no ratings, CF algorithms cannot perform satisfactory recommendation.
One potential way to improve the recommendation accuracy of CF techniques and solve these problems is to incorporate social information provided by users into recommendation models [7] - [14] . The homophily theory [15] indicates that people are more likely to socialize with people who are similar with themselves. Social influence theory [16] The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Shirui Pan .
indicates that social linked people will influence each other and share more similarities. In real world, people always seek advice from their friends before making decisions and are more likely to accept recommendations from their friends. Therefore, in addition to the rating information, the social relationships among users can also applied in recommendation process. Social relationships provide an opportunity to address cold-start problem [17] and improve the performance of recommender systems.
Although the social information is complementary to the rating information, the direct social relationship is also very sparse which is similar to user-item ratings. To identify more information used for predicting users' preference, some researchers take advantage of the implicit feedback information [18] - [23] . For example, the ratings on items and the trust values between users are explicit information, and the rated items, trusted friends and trusting friends of users are implicit information. In other words, who rates what and who trusts whom are implicit information that can be inferred from the user-item rating matrix and user-user trust matrix. The implicit feedbacks of users can reveal their interests. Implicit feedbacks are precious when explicit information is not available. When explicit information is available, the additional implicit feedbacks can also be used to predict users' preferences more accurately. TrustSVD model [12] incorporates the explicit and implicit influence of user ratings and user trust. Comprehensive experimental results show that TrustSVD outperforms both trust-based and rating-based methods in prediction accuracy. Although the above implicit information for recommender system can improve the prediction accuracy, it also directly uses the two matrices, i.e., user-item rating matrix and user-user trust matrix and does not inferr further information from the foundational information.
Based on the propagation of trust in social networks, one can predict the trustworthiness of unconnected users and infer the indirect trust relationships between users. Then, the problem of data sparsity can be effectively alleviated, especially when users do not have enough direct relationships. In addition, users often have heterogeneous influence on their friends. Social recommendation models that consider user influence uniformly may not adequately characterize the dependence of users' preferences on their friends. In this paper, we propose a social recommendation method with heterogeneous influence and indirect trust mining (ReHI). We first investigate heterogeneous influence strength between connected users in terms of affinity and node reputation. Then, we mine indirect trusted users for every active user, and the influence of indirect trusted users can be naturally incorporated by extending user modelling. Within this method, the main contributions of this work are summarized as follows:
(1) We propose a method of calculating indirect trust values between users, and then infer indirect trusted friends for each active user.
(2) We incorporate the influence of indirect trusted friends into social recommendation. Combining indirect trust relationships and heterogeneous influence strength, we propose a recommendation model ReHI.
(3) Extensive experiments demonstrate that our proposed recommendation model reduces rating prediction errors, especially for cold-start users.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide an overview of several recommendation methods. In Section 3, we describe the proposed recommendation method. The experimental results and analysis are presented in Section 4. In Section 4, we give the conclusions and suggestions for future work.
II. RELATED WORK
With the rapid development of social networks, social recommendation that uses the social relationships among users to infer their preferences and make recommendations has emerged and been intensively researched in recent years. Social recommendation algorithms based on matrix factorization [8] , [9] , [14] , [24] , [25] have received more attention than neighbor based recommendation algorithms because the former have high prediction accuracy and good scalability. Some work has been done to use direct social connections in addition to rating information for inferring user preference and recommending items. In [8] , Ma et al. proposed a social recommendation model SoRec based on probabilistic matrix factorization (PMF) [26] . SoRec algorithm integrates trust relationships among users into PMF model. Specially, SoRec model firstly calculates the trust values between social linked users and then simultaneously factorizes the user-item rating matrix and user-user trust matrix to learn user feature vectors and item feature vectors more accurately. Compared to PMF model, SoRec has greatly improved the accuracy of rating prediction. However, experiments have shown that jointly matrix factorization is suitable for relationships such as membership but not suitable for friendship [27] . In [9] , Ma et al. proposed the Recommendation with Social Trust Ensemble algorithm (RSTE) according to the recommendation process in real world, that is, the final rating of a user on an item is a comprehensive result of his/her own preference and his/her friends' opinions. RSTE model combines the preferences of the target user and that of his/her friends, modelling the final preference of the target user, thereby predicting the missing scores. References [8] and [9] are famous efforts to simultaneously use direct social links among users and user-item ratings for rating prediction in recommender systems, and such efforts have achieved great performance improvement of recommender systems. However, the sparsity of the observed social relationships limits the further improvement. Thus, it is necessary to investigate other information such as implicit feedbacks or mine further social information from the observed social context
In recent years, several works have been done to either use implicit feedbacks [21] - [23] or trust propagation [7] , [28] - [30] in recommender systems. A well-known recommendation model that incorporates both the explicit and implicit influence of user trust and of item ratings is TrustSVD [12] . TrustSVD is built on the top of SVD++ [31] model. SVD++ model takes into account user bias, item bias and the implicit influence of rated items besides user/itemspecific vectors on rating prediction. The rating for user on item is predicted by Eq. (1) in SVD++ model.
where b u and b i represent the rating bias of user u and item i, respectively, µ is the average value of the observed ratings, y i represents the implicit influence of the item i that has been rated by u on the ratings of unknown items, I u represents the set of items rated by user u. TrustSVD extends SVD++ model by further considering both the explicit and implicit influence of user trust. Specially, TrustSVD considers the implicit influence of trustees and trustors of the target user on his/her ratings of unknown items. However, direct trust relationship used in TrustSVD model is also very sparse and the TrustSVD model does not consider the trust propagation. Trust propagation in social networks indicates that indirect trusted friends can also considered be predictors in recommendation process [7] . Other works mentioned above either only consider implicit feedbacks or trust propagation but do not consider both.
Our ReHI model effectively combines the advantages of indirect trust mining and implicit feedbacks, capturing more information from the data. We propagate trust relationships and use implicit feedbacks to alleviate the data sparsity and cold-start problems to improve the rating prediction accuracy.
III. THE PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, we present a recommendation method with indirect trust mining. We first propose a method of calculating influence strength from social networks. Then, we give the details of indirect trust mining. Last, we introduce the recommendation model ReHI. The illustration of our method is shown in Figure 1 .
A. INFLUENCE STRENGTH BASED ON AFFINITY AND NODE WEIGHT
In recommender systems, the user-item rating matrix and the trust matrix are defined as R ∈ R m×n and T ∈ R m×m , respectively, where m is the number of users and n is the number of items. Matrix factorization maps the rating matrix into low-rank user-specific and item-specific matrices. The rating r u,i of user u on item i can be approximated by the inner product of latent user preference vector p u and item feature vector q i , i.e., r u,i ≈ p u q T i . p u and q i both have the same dimensionality d.
According to the social correlation theory, social connected friends are likely to share similar behaviors. Each friend of an active user has different influence strength on him/her, so we cannot consider every social link uniformly. In real world, if users u and v have more common friends, there may exist stronger social influence between u and v. Furthermore, the social influence between users u and v should be strong if common friends share similar rating tastes with both users. We define Affinity to capture rating similarity and social network structure simultaneously, and then determine the strength of social relationships between users. In directed networks such as trust networks, a user may have both outgoing friends (i.e., trustees) and incoming friends (i.e., trustors).
Hence, Affinity consists of two components: Affinity + and Affinity − . Affinity + is used to describe the common outgoing friends' impact and Affinity − is used to describe the common incoming friends' impact. We define Affinity + (u, v) and Affinity − (u, v) for users u and v as follows:
where T + (u) and T + (v) denote the sets of trustees of users u and v respectively; T − (u) and T − (v) are the sets of trustors respectively;
VSS is the vector space similarity defined as follows:
where I (u) and I (v) are the sets of items rated by users u and v respectively; r u,i and r v,i are the ratings on item i given by users u and v respectively. Linear combination is applied to integrate Affinity + (u, v) and Affinity − (u, v), and Affinity(u, v) is generated as:
where the parameter θ ∈ [0, 1] is used to constraint the impact of the common trustees and trustors. For the sake of simplicity, we set θ = 0.5. For a social link from user u to his/her trusted friend v, if the reputation of user v is relatively large in the social network, user v has great influence on user u. In [11] , the PageRank algorithm can be used to determine the reputation rankings of all users. For social networks that contain m users, the ranking of user u's reputation is defined as r u ∈ [1, m] , and the reputation value rep u can be calculated according to the rankings by Eq. (6):
From Eq. (6), the range of rep u is [0, 1]. Based on the definitions of Affinity and reputation, we define the influence strength that the trusted friend v exerts on user u, as:
B
. INDIRECT TRUST RELATIONSHIP MINING BASED ON TRUST PROPAGATION
Because trust is subjective, the trust levels of a user to his/her trusted friends are different in trust networks. It is necessary to calculate trust values between users in social recommendation. In general, the trust value t u,v of user u to friend v drops if user u trusts lots of users, and t u,v increases if user v has high topological status in trust networks. Users' status in social networks can be represented by network centrality indicators such as node degrees, coreness, betweenness, etc. Hence, we calculate the trust value t u,v as:
where c v is the coreness of user v in trust networks, and d + (u) represents the out degree of user u. tanh(x) is the hyperbolic tangent function to limit trust values in [0, 1].
In consideration of trust propagation in social networks, we can infer how much an unknown user is trustworthy according to direct trust information. By predicting the trustworthiness of other users, we find indirect trust relationships between users.
In trust networks, there may be several paths that propagate trust from the same source to the active user, and hence, trust values for different paths should be aggregated so as to accurately estimate indirect trust value between two users. For example, there are several paths that connect user u and user z, and the distances of these paths are not the same. If the length of a path from user u to user z is two, we call user z the 2-hop friend of user u. Because shorter paths can make the indirect trust estimation more accurate [32] , in this paper, we only estimate trust values on the paths with the length two, and aggregate these trust values.
where t u,v and t v,z are trust values in Eq. (8) .
Considering all the 2-hop friends in rating prediction for the active user will inevitably introduce noise, which will damage the recommendation accuracy. Therefore, we select a certain number of 2-hop friends for an active user as his/her indirect trusted friends according to the following rule. If the number of 2-hop friends of user u is larger than L, we rank all his/her 2-hop friends according to the indirect trust values and select the 2-hop friends with top-L indirect trust values as user u's indirect trusted friends. Else, all 2-hop friends of user u are considered as his/her indirect trusted friends.
After selecting the indirect trusted friends for each user, we conduct a social relation matrix, i.e., indirect trust matrix, named IT . The value of IT (u, z) is 1 if user z is user u's indirect trusted friend, and otherwise 0. The notation B + (u) represents the set of indirect trusted friends of user u.
C. RECOMMENDATION WITH HETEROGENEOUS INFLUENCE AND INDIRECT TRUST MINING
In this section, we propose a social recommendation method with heterogeneous influence and indirect trust mining (ReHI). The sparsity of user-item rating matrix and direct trust relationships motivates us to further consider the implicit influence of users' indirect trusted friends in rating prediction tasks. The implicit influence of indirect trusted friends can be VOLUME 8, 2020 included in modelling users' preferences, as follows:
x z (10) where B + (u) is the set of indirect trusted friends of user u; α controls the impact of direct and indirect trusted friends; y j is the implicit influence of item j that was rated by user u; w v and x z are the latent vectors of user u's direct trusted friend v and indirect trusted friend z respectively, which indicate the implicit influence of users v and z.
In ReHI, the explicit influence of direct trust is incorporated from two perspectives: trust relationship factorization and social regularization. Eq. (11) is used to factorize trust relationships into user-specific vectors of trustors and trustees, i.e., p u and w v .
where λ t is a parameter that controls the degree of trust regularization, and t u,v is obtained from Eq. (8) .
The explicit influence of direct trust can be also incorporated by introducing a social regularization term as shown in Eq. (12) .
where the definitions of N (u) and i u,v are shown in Eq. (13) and Eq. (14), respectively:
, v ∈ S(u) (14) where S(u) represents the K -nearest neighbors of user u according to the VSS in Eq. (4). The reason for identifying K -nearest neighbors of a user is that there are a large number of users who have no trusted friends in social networks. i u,v represents the influence strength of user v in N (u) on user u. , v) , and if v ∈ S(u), we define i u,v as the average of influence values that user v exerts on all of his/her trustors.
ReHI integrates indirect trust relationship and heterogeneous influence into the loss function, shown in Eq. (15) .
where q i is the latent item feature vector of item i, andr u,i is the predicted rating that user u gives item i, shown in Eq. (16) .
where b u is the rating bias of user u, and b i is the rating bias of item i. A local minimization of the loss function can be obtained by performing gradient descent on the variables shown as follows:
where e u,i =r u,i − r u,i is the rating prediction error; e u,v =t u,v − t u,v is the trust prediction error; U i is the set of users who have rated item i; B − (u) represents the user set k | u ∈ B + (k) . The pseudocode for training the model is presented in Algorithm 1.
D. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
The main cost in learning ReHI model is the calculation of the loss function L and its gradients against the feature vectors of users and items. The computational complexity to calculate the loss function is O(d |R| + d |T | + d |IT | + mKd), where d is the dimensionality of feature space, |R|, |T | and |IT | refer to the number of nonzero entries of R, T and IT , respectively, m is the number of users, and K is the number of nearest neighbors. Because of the sparsity of R, T and IT , |R|, |T | and |IT | are much smaller than the matrix cardinality. The computational complexities of calculating the gradients ∂L ∂b u , 
where f is the average number of ratings received by an item, t + and z + are the average numbers of direct trusted and indirect trusted friends, respectively. Therefore, the overall computational complexity in one iteration is
|R|, |T |, |IT |. Since K is always small, |R| is much larger than mK . The overall computational complexity of our method is linear with the numbers of ratings, direct trust and indirect trust relationships. Therefore, ReHI is scalable for large-scale datasets.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
In this section, we conduct several experiments to investigate the performance of ReHI in comparison with other state-of-the-art recommendation models.
A. DATASET DESCRIPTIONS
We use two real-world datasets, i.e., Epinions and Ciao, to validate the proposed algorithm. These two datasets contain both item ratings given by users and trust relationships between users. The ratings are expressed by integers from 1 to 5 in both datasets. The statistics of the two datasets are presented in Table 1 . The densities of ratings and trust relationships are calculated by |R| (m × n) and |T | (m × m). Table 1 shows that rating data and trust relationship data are both quite sparse in the two datasets. We split ratings into the training set for learning the model and the test set for validation. Five-fold validation is used in experiments and average results are reported.
B. METRICS AND COMPARISONS
As the task of our proposed model is rating prediction, we choose mean absolute error (MAE) and root mean square error (RMSE) to measure the rating prediction accuracy, which are defined in Eqs. (24) and (25):
where r u,i denotes the rating that user u has given to item i, r u,i denotes the predicted rating, and R t denotes the number of test ratings. From above definitions, we can see that a smaller MAE or RMSE value means more accurate rating prediction.
To comparatively evaluate the performance of ReHI, we select the following representative models as comparison methods, including RSTE [9] , SocialMF [30] , SoReg [10] , SVD++ [31] , TrustSVD [12] and TrustMF [33] .
C. PARAMETER SETTINGS
For ReHI and all the comparison methods, we select optimal parameters for both datasets. To have a fair comparison, we set the dimensionality of all the feature spaces as 20 for all recommendation models. For the Epinions dataset, through cross-validation, we set α = 0.6, λ t = 0.1, β = 1, λ = 0.01, L = 15 and K = 10. For the Ciao dataset, we set α = 0.9, λ t = 0.01, β = 1, λ = 0.1, L = 20 and K = 10. We also set the learning rate η = 0.0013 for both datasets. The optimal parameters are also set for all comparison models.
D. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We validate the performance of ReHI and all the comparison methods on all users and cold-start users. Cold-start users are the users that have rated no more than 10 items. We randomly choose 80% as training set and the remaining 20% as test set. The experimental results are shown in Table 2 . The percentages in Table 2 are the improvements of ReHI over the corresponding methods. From Table 2 , the rating prediction accuracy of ReHI is better than all the comparison counterparts both for all users and cold-start users. Especially for cold-start users, ReHI decreases MAE by 4.01% in contrast to TrustSVD which performs the best among state-of-the-art models. The results indicate that the exploitation of heterogeneous influence and indirect social relationships is effective for improving the recommendation accuracy.
From Eq. (16), the parameter α represents the importance of the direct trustees' implicit feedbacks. To observe the effect of different values of α on rating prediction and determine the optimal value of α, we fix other parameters at the optimal values, and then adjust the value of α to observe the variations of MAE. For each dataset, we select 70% and 80% of data as training set, respectively, and evaluate the performance. The parameters are the same for different training ratios. The results are shown in Figure 2 . We observe that the variations of MAE are similar for different training ratios in both datasets. When α ∈ [0.1, 0.6], the value of MAE for Epinions keeps relatively stable in spite of α, indicating that even a small weight of direct trust takes effect in the modelling of users' preferences, but increasing the importance of direct trusted friends cannot lead to more accurate recommendation. When α > 0.6, the value of MAE increases quickly with the increase of α. In Eq. (10), large α means that the implicit feedback of indirect trust plays a small part in recommendation, and direct trust predominates. Therefore, the recommendation performance degrades as a result of sparse direct trust links. For Ciao, the transition point of α is 0.9 despite training ratios.
Another important parameter is λ t which represents the importance of explicit influence of direct trust. We adjust the value of λ t while fixing other parameters as the optimal values, and observe the effect of λ t on recommendation performance. The results are shown in Figure 3 . For Epinions, when λ t is set at 10 −1 , we get the minimum value of MAE. For λ t > 10 −1 , as the value of λ t increases, MAE becomes larger rapidly. The reason for the worse recommendation performance is that a too large value of λ t makes the observed rating information play a very weak role in recommendation, leading to over-fitting. A similar trend appears in the Ciao dataset. Therefore, we set λ t = 10 −1 and λ t = 10 −2 for the Epinions dataset and Ciao dataset, respectively. 
V. CONCLUSION
Previous social recommendation models only use direct social relationships to infer users' preferences. However, direct social data are very sparse and may not help to improve recommendation. Many recommendation methods uniformly consider social links and cannot mine more adequate influence on users' preferences. We addressed these problems by utilizing heterogeneous influence and social relationships. Firstly, we explored the influence strength between connected users according to users' reputation. Then, we mined indirect trusted friends for each active user through trust propagation and aggregation. We considered the influence of indirect trusted friends in recommendation, and proposed a social recommendation model ReHI by combining this type of influence. Experiment results from two real-world datasets demonstrated that the proposed method performs better than state-of-the-art recommendation models, especially for cold-start users.
In this paper, we concentrated on how trust relationships affect users' preferences and how to incorporate trust relationships into CF algorithms. However, distrust relationships between users are also critical in social recommender systems. Even a small number of distrust relationships have great impact on recommendation. Thus, it is worth studying how to fuse distrust relationships in social recommendation in future work.
